Abstract. We present comprehensive grids of model spectra from far-UV to IR, covering the parameter space of [WC] (Keller et al. 2011) and PG1159 stars. Models are calculated with the CM-FGEN code, accounting for non-LTE, line blanketing, wind, clumping, and including ions previously neglected. The grids are available at http://dolomiti.pha.jhu.edu/planetarynebulae.html. We used them to analyse UV and far-UV spectra of NGC6905's and NGC5189's central stars.
Introduction. Grids of Synthetic Spectra
H-poor CSPNe are commonly divided into: [WC] , showing strong C and He emission lines; PG1159, positioned at the top of the WD cooling track and exhibiting absorption lines of highly ionized He, C and O, besides weaker UV wind lines; and [WC]-PG1159, that are believed to be transition objects. They are thought to constitute an evolutionary sequence: [WC] stars would evolve from the AGB at an almost constant luminosity towards higher temperatures and then progress as PG1159 into the WD cooling track, while luminosity and mass-loss decrease and the wind reaches very high terminal velocities.
We computed, with the CMFGEN code (Hillier & Miller 1998) , uniform model sets that enable systematic analysis of observed spectra of PG1159 and [WC] type CSPNe to constrain stellar parameters. They facilitate line identification and illustrate spectral line changes across the CSPN evolutionary phase. The parameter space covered by our model grids is shown on the left panel of Fig 
NGC 6905 and NGC 5189
We analysed UV and far-UV spectra of the central stars of NGC 6905 (Keller et al. 2011) and NGC 5189 using the [WC] grid to constrain their main physical parameters (Table 1) . We also explored additional parameters, such as less abundant ions not included in the wider grids -affecting almost exclusively the O V lines -and the Fe content (Fig. 2) , finding an upper limit of 0.3 times solar in both stars. Werner et al. (2011) , however, finds solar iron abundance for a group of PG1159 stars. . The numerous narrow absorptions are due to interstellar H2 , which also affects the blue edge of the Ne VII P-Cygni profile. Right: spectra of NGC6905's CS (continuous line) and models computed with (dashed line) and without (dotted line) Mg, Na, Co, and Ni.
Synthetic Spectra for H-poor CSPNe

